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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CALCULATING BLIND EQUALIZATION ERROR AND 
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(57) The present invention provides a method for cal-
culating a blind equalization error. The method includes:
configuring initial error vector parameters; calculating a
blind equalization error vector; calculating a value of a
mean square error (MSE) according to an error vector;
determining a converging state of an equalizer according
to the value of the MSE; determining whether to configure
different error vector parameter groups for different con-
verging states; and calculating a blind equalization error
according to the determined error vector parameter
groups. The present invention also provides an appara-
tus for calculating a blind equalization error and a storage
medium.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese patent application No. 201610737740.2 filed on 26 August 2016, the
disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to communications and, in particular, to a method and apparatus for calculating
a blind equalization error and a storage medium.

BACKGROUND

[0003] FIG.1 is an application scenario of a 100G DSP chip. As shown in FIG. 1, the 100G DSP chip is disposed in a
100G optical module in a 100G line card and is mainly used for digital signal processing. Before the digital signal
processing, a received optical signal needs to be converted into a digital signal. However, due to irrational characteristics
of a channel, a problem of polarization mode dispersion will appear in long-distance transmission of the optical signal.
The problem is usually solved by means of the blind equalization technology, as an adaptive equalization technology
which can equalize the channel only by using prior information of a receiving sequence and without a training sequence.
[0004] For the blind equalization technology, how to accurately calculate both error vectors before and after the
equalization and adjust a blind equalization algorithm according to the error vectors is a key factor determining the
technical performance of the blind equalization technology. In the existing art, the calculation of the error vector in the
blind equalization technology mainly refers to calculation of the error vector by using various error calculation methods
in parallel and determination of the final error vector according to the calculation results of the error calculation methods.
[0005] However, since this method requires multiple calculations, the method is complex and may cause the problem
of occupation of a great amount of hardware resources and increase of power consumption.

SUMMARY

[0006] In view of this, embodiments of the present invention provide a method and apparatus for calculating a blind
equalization error and a storage medium, to implement purposes of calculating the blind equalization error in a simple
way, saving hardware resources and reducing power consumption.
[0007] The technical solutions of the present invention are implemented as follows.
[0008] A method for calculating a blind equalization error includes:

configuring a first error vector parameter group;

calculating a first error vector according to the first error vector parameter group;

calculating a first mean square error (MSE) maximum value and a first MSE mean value according to the first error
vector;

determining whether an equalizer enters a single-mode steady-state converging state according to the first MSE
maximum value and the first MSE mean value; and

if the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state, calculating a second error vector according
to the first error vector parameter group.

[0009] As shown in the method described above, after calculating the second error vector according to the first error
vector parameter group, the method further includes:

calculating a second MSE maximum value and a second MSE mean value according to the second error vector;

determining whether the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state according to the second
MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value;

if the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state, calculating a third error vector according to the
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first error vector parameter group;

calculating a third MSE maximum value and a third MSE mean value according to the third error vector; and

determining whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state according to the third MSE
maximum value and the third MSE mean value.

[0010] As shown in the method described above, after calculating the second MSE maximum value and the second
MSE mean value according to the second error vector, the method further includes:

determining whether the equalizer enters a multi-mode steady-state converging state according to the second MSE
maximum value and the second MSE mean value;
if the equalizer enters the multi-mode steady-state converging state and a preset duration expires, configuring a
second error vector parameter group;
calculating a fourth error vector according to the second error vector parameter group;
calculating a fourth MSE maximum value and a fourth MSE mean value according to the fourth error vector;
determining whether the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state according to the fourth MSE
maximum value and the fourth MSE mean value;
if the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state, configuring the first error vector parameter group;
calculating a fifth error vector according to the first error vector parameter group;
calculating a fifth MSE maximum value and a fifth MSE mean value according to the fifth error vector; and
determining whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state according to the fifth MSE
maximum value and the fifth MSE mean value.

[0011] As shown in the method described above, the first error vector, the second error vector, the third error vector,
the fourth error vector and the fifth error vector each includes an error vector in X-polarized state and an error vector in
Y-polarized state, the first MSE maximum value, the second MSE maximum value, the third MSE maximum value, the
fourth MSE maximum value and the fifth MSE maximum value each includes an MSE maximum value in X-polarized
state and an MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state, and the first MSE mean value, the second MSE mean value,
the third MSE mean value, the fourth MSE mean value and the fifth MSE mean value each includes an MSE mean value
in X-polarized state and an MSE mean value in Y-polarized state.
[0012] As shown in the method described above, the determining whether the equalizer enters a multi-mode steady-
state converging state according to the second MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value includes:
if a first MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a first MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state both are less
than a threshold 1, that a first MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a first MSE mean value in Y-polarized state
both are less than a threshold 2, and that a 4S test is passed, the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging
state; otherwise, the equalizer does not enter the single-mode steady-state converging state.
[0013] The determining whether the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state according to the
second MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value includes:
if a second MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a second MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state both are
greater than a threshold 3, that a second MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a second MSE mean value in Y-
polarized state both are greater than a threshold 4, and that the 4S test is passed, the equalizer exits the single-mode
steady-state converging state; otherwise, the equalizer stays in the single-mode steady-state converging state.
[0014] The determining whether the equalizer enters a multi-mode steady-state converging state according to the
second MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value includes:
if the second MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and the second MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state both
are less than a threshold 5, that the second MSE mean value in X-polarized state and the second MSE mean value in
Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold 6, and that the 4S test is passed, the equalizer enters the multi-mode
steady-state converging state; otherwise, the equalizer stays in the single-mode steady-state converging state.
[0015] The determining whether the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state according to the
fourth MSE maximum value and the fourth MSE mean value includes:
if a fourth MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a fourth MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state both are
greater than a threshold 7, that a fourth MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a fourth MSE mean value in Y-polarized
state both are greater than a threshold 8, and that the 4S test is passed, the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state
converging state; otherwise, the equalizer stays in the multi-mode steady-state converging state. As shown in the method
described above, the threshold 1, the threshold 2, the threshold 3, the threshold 4, the threshold 5, the threshold 6, the
threshold 7 and the threshold 8 are obtained through a channel simulation experiment, and the threshold 5 < the threshold
7 < the threshold 1 < the threshold 3, and the threshold 6 < the threshold 8 < the threshold 2 < the threshold 4.
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[0016] An apparatus for calculating a blind equalization error includes:

a configuration module, which is configured to configure a first error vector parameter group;
a calculation module, which is configured to calculate a first error vector according to the first error vector parameter
group, calculate a first mean square error (MSE) maximum value and a first MSE mean value according to the first
error vector, and calculate a second error vector according to the first error vector parameter group if an equalizer
enters a single-mode steady-state converging state; and
a determination module, which is configured to determine whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-
state converging state according to the first MSE maximum value and the first MSE mean value.

[0017] As shown in the apparatus described above, the calculation module is further configured to calculate a second
MSE maximum value and a second MSE mean value according to the second error vector, calculate a third error vector
according to the first error vector parameter group if the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state,
and calculate a third MSE maximum value and a third MSE mean value according to the third error vector.
[0018] The determination module is further configured to determine whether the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-
state converging state according to the second MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value, and determine
whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state according to the third MSE maximum value
and the third MSE mean value.
[0019] As shown in the apparatus described above, the determination module is further configured to determine
whether the equalizer enters a multi-mode steady-state converging state according to the second MSE maximum value
and the second MSE mean value, determine whether the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state
according to a fourth MSE maximum value and a fourth MSE mean value, and determine whether the equalizer enters
the single-mode steady-state converging state according to a fifth MSE maximum value and a fifth MSE mean value.
[0020] The configuration module is further configured to configure a second error vector parameter group if the equalizer
enters the multi-mode steady-state converging state and a preset duration expires; and configure the first error vector
parameter group if the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state.
[0021] The calculation module is further configured to calculate a fourth error vector according to the second error
vector parameter group, calculate the fourth MSE maximum value and the fourth MSE mean value according to the
fourth error vector, calculate a fifth error vector according to the first error vector parameter group, and calculate the fifth
MSE maximum value and the fifth MSE mean value according to the fifth error vector.
[0022] As shown in the method described above, the first error vector, the second error vector, the third error vector,
the fourth error vector and the fifth error vector each includes an error vector in X-polarized state and an error vector in
Y-polarized state, the first MSE maximum value, the second MSE maximum value, the third MSE maximum value, the
fourth MSE maximum value and the fifth MSE maximum value each includes an MSE maximum value in X-polarized
state and an MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state, and the first MSE mean value, the second MSE mean value,
the third MSE mean value, the fourth MSE mean value and the fifth MSE mean value each includes an MSE mean value
in X-polarized state and an MSE mean value in Y-polarized state.
[0023] As shown in the apparatus described above, the determination module is configured to: determine whether a
first MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a first MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state both are less than
a threshold 1, whether a first MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a first MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both
are less than a threshold 2, and whether a 4S test is passed;
determine whether a second MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a second MSE maximum value in Y-polarized
state both are greater than a threshold 3, whether a second MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a second MSE
mean value in Y-polarized state both are greater than a threshold 4, and whether the 4S test is passed;
determine whether the second MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and the second MSE maximum value in Y-
polarized state both are less than a threshold 5, whether the second MSE mean value in X-polarized state and the
second MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold 6, and whether the 4S test is passed; and
determine whether a fourth MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a fourth MSE maximum value in Y-polarized
state both are greater than a threshold 7, whether a fourth MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a fourth MSE mean
value in Y-polarized state both are greater than a threshold 8, and whether the 4S test is passed.
[0024] As shown in the apparatus described above, the threshold 1, the threshold 2, the threshold 3, the threshold 4,
the threshold 5, the threshold 6, the threshold 7 and the threshold 8 are obtained through a channel simulation experiment,
and the threshold 5 < the threshold 7 < the threshold 1 < the threshold 3, and the threshold 6 < the threshold 8 < the
threshold 2 < the threshold 4.
[0025] The embodiments of the present invention provide a method and apparatus for calculating a blind equalization
error and a storage medium. The method includes: configuring initial error vector parameter groups, calculating a blind
equalization error vector, calculating a value of a mean square error (MSE) according to an error vector, determining a
converging state of an equalizer according to the value of the MSE, determining whether to configure different error
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vector parameter groups for different converging states, and calculating a blind equalization error according to the
determined error vector parameter groups, thereby implementing a purpose of dynamically calculating the blind equal-
ization error in a simple way, saving hardware resources and reducing power consumption.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0026]

FIG.1 is an application scenario of a 100G DSP chip;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of input and output of a butterfly filter;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a method for calculating a blind equalization error according to an embodiment 1 of the
present invention;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a method for calculating a blind equalization error according to an embodiment 2 of the
present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a process of a 4S test;
FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method for calculating a blind equalization error according to an embodiment of the present
invention; and
FIG. 7 is a structural diagram of an apparatus for calculating a blind equalization error according to an embodiment
of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0027] It is to be noted that there are many blind equalization algorithms where the constant modulus algorithm is the
most widely used blind equalization algorithm in practical applications due to its small amount of calculations. The blind
equalization constant modulus algorithm implements polarization de-multiplexing by using a butterfly filter, thereby mak-
ing up for signal damage caused by the non-ideality of a channel. FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of input and output of
a butterfly filter. As shown in FIG. 2, a signal X and a signal Y are inputted. The signal X and the signal Y interfere with
each other. The part of the signal X which is not interfered is Hxx, and the part of the signal Y which is not interfered is
Hyy. The interference of the signal Y with the signal X causes Hxy, and the influence of the signal X on the signal Y
causes Hyx. Hxx and Hxy are processed and a signal X’ is outputted. Hyy and Hyx are processed and a signal Y’ is
outputted. The tap coefficients of the filter are adaptively updated in real time according to a calculated error vector using
the following formulas: 

[0028] The meaning of symbols in the formulas are explained with the formula for calculating a coefficient hxx(n) as

an example. In this formula, hxx(n-1) is a coefficient calculated last time,  is an input vector in X-polarized state,

Xout is a filtered output vector in X-polarized state, k is determined by hardware delay, m is a configurable step factor,

len is the amount of configurable data, and eps_x is an error vector in X-polarized state.
[0029] The method for calculating a blind equalization error provided by embodiments of the present invention will be
described below in detail with reference to the drawings. It is to be noted that there are two working modes of an equalizer,
i.e., 100G and 200G. When the working mode of the equalizer is 200G, it is assumed that three modulus values of the
blind equalization constant modulus algorithm are: 
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and the corresponding weight of the three modulus values is: 

then, 

[0030] Therefore, the error vector eps x in X-polarized state and the error vector eps_y in Y-polarized state are: 

[0031] The method for calculating both a real-time value max_mse_x and a mean value mean_mse_x (during mse_len)
of a mean square error (MSE) in X-polarized state is: 

[0032] The method for calculating both a real-time value max_mse_y and a mean value mean_mse_y (during mse_len)
of an MSE in Y-polarized state is:
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[0033] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a method for calculating a blind equalization error according to an embodiment 1 of the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, the method provided by the embodiment includes following steps.
[0034] In step 101, a first error vector parameter group is configured.
[0035] It is to be noted that the error vector parameter group has a format of para(R1, R2, R3, w1, w2, w3). When the
working mode of the equalizer is 100G, the first error vector parameter group is para1(R0_v, R0_v, R0_v, w0_v, w0_v,
w0_v). When the working mode of the equalizer is 200G, the first error vector parameter group is para2(R_v, R_v, R_v,
w_v, w_v, w_v). The R0_v and the R_v denote modulus values, which are calculated through the constant modulus
algorithm. The w0_v and the w_v denote the weights corresponding to respective modulus values, which are obtained
through a channel simulation experiment.
[0036] In step 102, a first error vector is calculated according to the first error vector parameter group. In step 103, a
first MSE maximum value and a first MSE mean value are calculated according to the first error vector.
[0037] In step 104, whether an equalizer enters a single-mode steady-state converging state is determined according
to the first MSE maximum value and the first MSE mean value.
[0038] In step 105, if the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state, a second error vector is
calculated according to the first error vector parameter group.
[0039] It is to be noted that since the input vector and the output vector of the filter are constantly changing, the error
vectors calculated at different times according to the same error vector parameter group are different.
[0040] Furthermore, after the step 105, the method further includes following steps.
[0041] In step 106, a second MSE maximum value and a second MSE mean value are calculated according to the
second error vector.
[0042] In step 107a, whether the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state is determined according
to the second MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value.
[0043] In step 108a, if the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state, a third error vector is calculated
according to the first error vector parameter group.
[0044] In step 109a, a third MSE maximum value and a third MSE mean value are calculated according to the third
error vector.
[0045] In step 110a, whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state is determined ac-
cording to the third MSE maximum value and the third MSE mean value.
[0046] It is to be noted that since the equalizer enters a multi-mode steady-state converging state only in the 200G
working mode, which means that the equalizer does not enter the multi-mode steady-state converging state in the 100G
working mode. Therefore, the method provided by this embodiment is a method for calculating a blind equalization error
when the equalizer is in the 100G working mode, and a method for calculating a blind equalization error when the
equalizer is in the 200G working mode but does not enter the multi-mode steady-state converging state.
[0047] The method for calculating a blind equalization error provided by the embodiment configures the first error
vector parameter group, calculates the error vector, calculates the value of the MSE according to the error vector,
determines whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state according to the value of the
MSE, and calculates the error vector, thereby implementing a purpose of dynamically calculating the blind equalization
error in a simple way, saving hardware resources and reducing power consumption.
[0048] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a method for calculating a blind equalization error according to an embodiment 2 of the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 4, after the step 106, the method provided by the embodiment further includes
following steps.
[0049] In step 107b, whether the equalizer enters a multi-mode steady-state converging state is determined according
to the second MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value.
[0050] In step 108b, if the equalizer enters the multi-mode steady-state converging state and a preset duration expires,
a second error vector parameter group is configured.
[0051] It is to be noted that the format of the second error vector parameter group is para3(R1_v, R2_v, R3_v, w1_v,
w2_v, w3_v). The R1_v, the R2_v and the R3_v denote modulus values, which are calculated through the constant
modulus algorithm. The w1_v, w2_v and w3_v denote the weights corresponding to respective modulus values, which
are obtained through channel simulation experiment.
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[0052] In step 109b, a fourth error vector is calculated according to the second error vector parameter group.
[0053] In step 110b, a fourth MSE maximum value and a fourth MSE mean value are calculated according to the fourth
error vector.
[0054] In step 111b, whether the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state is determined according
to the fourth MSE maximum value and the fourth MSE mean value.
[0055] In step 112b, if the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state, the first error vector parameter
group is configured.
[0056] In step 113b, a fifth error vector is calculated according to the first error vector parameter group. In step 114b,
a fifth MSE maximum value and a fifth MSE mean value are calculated according to the fifth error vector.
[0057] In step 115b, whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state is determined ac-
cording to the fifth MSE maximum value and the fifth MSE mean value.
[0058] It is to be noted that once the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state, the equalizer cannot
directly enter the multi-mode steady-state converging state and it needs to first determine whether to enter the single-
mode steady-state converging state and then determine whether to enter the multi-mode steady-state converging state.
[0059] It is to be further noted that the method provided by this embodiment is a method for calculating a blind
equalization error when the equalizer in the 200G working mode enters the multi-mode steady-state converging state.
[0060] Furthermore, the first error vector, the second error vector, the third error vector, the fourth error vector and
the fifth error vector each includes an error vector in X-polarized state and an error vector in Y-polarized state, the first
MSE maximum value, the second MSE maximum value, the third MSE maximum value, the fourth MSE maximum value
and the fifth MSE maximum value each includes an MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and an MSE maximum
value in Y-polarized state, and the first MSE mean value, the second MSE mean value, the third MSE mean value, the
fourth MSE mean value and the fifth MSE mean value each includes an MSE mean value in X-polarized state and an
MSE mean value in Y-polarized state.
[0061] The step in which whether an equalizer enters a single-mode steady-state converging state is determined
according to the first MSE maximum value and the first MSE mean value specifically includes: if a first MSE maximum
value in X-polarized state and a first MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold 1, that a
first MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a first MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold
2, and that a 4S test is passed, the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state; otherwise, the
equalizer does not enter the single-mode steady-state converging state.
[0062] Specifically, FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a process of a 4S test. As shown in FIG. 5, when latest four states
in a shift buffer area are the same, an SET field is set to be 1, which means that the 4S test is passed. It is assumed
that the first MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and the first MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state are
respectively max_mse_x1 and max_mse_y1, and the first MSE mean value in X-polarized state and the first MSE mean
value in Y-polarized state are respectively mean_mse-x1 and mean_mse_y1. The case, in which the max_mse_x1 <
the threshold 1 and the max_mse_y1 < the threshold 1 and the mean_mse_x1 < the threshold 2 and the mean_mse_y1
< the threshold 2, means that the equalizer enter the single-mode steady-state converging state, at this time, the 4S
test is conducted. When all of the latest four states in the shift buffer area are the single-mode steady-state converging
state, it is determined that the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state.
[0063] The step in which whether the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state is determined
according to the second MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value specifically includes: if a second MSE
maximum value in X-polarized state and a second MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state both are greater than a
threshold 3, that a second MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a second MSE mean value in Y-polarized state
both are greater than a threshold 4, and that the 4S test is passed, the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state
converging state; otherwise, the equalizer stays in the single-mode steady-state converging state.
[0064] The step in which whether the equalizer enters a multi-mode steady-state converging state is determined
according to the second MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value specifically includes: if the second MSE
maximum value in X-polarized state and the second MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state both are less than a
threshold 5, that the second MSE mean value in X-polarized state and the second MSE mean value in Y-polarized state
both are less than a threshold 6, and that the 4S test is passed, the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging
state; otherwise, the equalizer stays in the single-mode steady-state converging state.
[0065] The step in which whether the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state is determined
according to the fourth MSE maximum value and the fourth MSE mean value specifically includes: if a fourth MSE
maximum value in X-polarized state and a fourth MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state both are greater than a
threshold 7, that a fourth MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a fourth MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both
are greater than a threshold 8, and that the 4S test is passed, the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging
state; otherwise, the equalizer stays in the multi-mode steady-state converging state.
[0066] It is to be noted that the threshold 1, the threshold 2, the threshold 3, the threshold 4, the threshold 5, the
threshold 6, the threshold 7 and the threshold 8 are obtained through the channel simulation experiment, and the threshold
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5 < the threshold 7 < the threshold 1 < the threshold 3, and the threshold 6 < the threshold 8 < the threshold 2 < the
threshold 4.
[0067] The method for calculating a blind equalization error provided by the embodiment configures the first error
vector parameter group, calculates a blind equalization error vector, calculates the value of the MSE according to the
error vector, determines the converging state of the equalizer according to the value of the MSE, configures the second
error vector parameter group when it is determined that the equalizer enters the multi-mode steady-state converging
state, and calculates the error according to the new configured second error vector parameter group, thereby imple-
menting a purpose of dynamically calculating the blind equalization error in a simple way, saving hardware resources
and reducing power consumption.
[0068] In an embodiment provided below, the calculation of the blind equalization error performed by the equalizer in
the 200G working mode is described in detail. In the embodiment, it is assumed that the first error vector parameter
group is para2, and the second error vector parameter group is para3; the error vector in X-polarized state is eps_x,
and the error vector in Y-polarized state is eps_y; the MSE maximum value in X-polarized state is max_mse_x, and the
MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state is max_mse_y; and the MSE mean value in X-polarized state is mean_mse_x,
and the MSE mean value in Y-polarized state is mean_mse_y. FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method for calculating a blind
equalization error according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 6, the method provided by
the embodiment includes following steps.
[0069] Initially, the equalizer is in a non-converging state. The first error vector parameter group para2 is configured,
the first error vector eps_x1 in X-polarized state and the first error vector eps_y1 in Y-polarized state are calculated
according to the first error vector parameter group para2, and both the first MSE maximum value max_mse_x1 and the
first MSE mean value mean_mse_x1 in X-polarized state and both the first MSE maximum value max_mse_y1 and the
first MSE mean value mean_mse_y1 in Y-polarized state are calculated respectively according to the eps_x1 and the
eps_y1.
[0070] If it is determined that the max_mse_x1 < the threshold 1 and the max_mse_y1 < the threshold 1, that the
mean_mse_x1 < the threshold 2 and the mean_mse_y1 < the threshold 2, and that the 4s test is passed, it is determined
that the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state.
[0071] The second error vector eps_x2 in X-polarized state and the second error vector eps_y2 in Y-polarized state
are calculated according to the first error vector parameter group para2, and both the second MSE maximum value
max_mse_x2 and the second MSE mean value mean_mse_x2 in X-polarized state and both the second MSE maximum
value max_mse_y2 and the second MSE mean value mean_mse_y2 in Y-polarized state are calculated respectively
according to the eps_x2 and the eps_y2.
[0072] If it is determined that the max_mse_x2 > the threshold 3 and the max_mse_y2 > the threshold 3, that the
mean_mse_x2 > the threshold 4 and the mean_mse_y2 > the threshold 4, and that the 4s test is passed, it is determined
that the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state.
[0073] Alternatively, if it is determined that the max_mse_x2 < the threshold 5 and the max_mse_y2 < the threshold
5, that the mean_mse_x2 < the threshold 6 and the mean_mse_y2 < the threshold 6, and that the 4s test is passed, it
is determined that the equalizer enters the multi-mode steady-state converging state.
[0074] If the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state, the third error vector eps_x3 in X-polarized
state and the third error vector eps_y3 in Y-polarized state are calculated according to the first error vector parameter
group para2, both the third MSE maximum value max_mse_x3 and the third MSE mean value mean_mse_x3 in X-
polarized state and both the third MSE maximum value max_mse_y3 and the third MSE mean value mean_mse_y3 in
Y-polarized state are calculated respectively according to the eps_x3 and the eps_y3, and whether the equalizer enters
the single-mode steady-state converging state again is determined. If the equalizer enters the multi-mode steady-state
converging state and the preset duration expires, the second error vector parameter group para3 is configured, the
fourth error vector eps_x4 in X-polarized state and the fourth error vector eps_y4 in Y-polarized state are calculated
according to the second error vector parameter group para3, and both the fourth MSE maximum value max_mse_x4
and the fourth MSE mean value mean_mse_x4 in X-polarized state and both the fourth MSE maximum value max_mse_y4
and the fourth MSE mean value mean_mse_y4 in Y-polarized state are calculated respectively according to the eps_x4
and the eps_y4.
[0075] If it is determined that the max_mse_x4 > the threshold 7 and the max_mse_y4 > the threshold 7, that the
mean_mse_x4 > the threshold 8 and the mean_mse_y4 > the threshold 8, and that the 4s test is passed, it is determined
that the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state.
[0076] If the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state, the first error vector parameter group para2
is configured, the fifth error vector eps_x5 in X-polarized state and the fifth error vector eps_y5 in Y-polarized state are
calculated according to the first error vector parameter group para2, and both the fifth MSE maximum value max_mse_x5
and the fifth MSE mean value mean_mse_x5 in X-polarized state and both the fifth MSE maximum value max_mse_y5
and the fifth MSE mean value mean_mse_y5 in Y-polarized state are calculated respectively according to the eps_x5
and the eps_y5.
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[0077] The method for calculating a blind equalization error provided by the embodiment configures the first error
vector parameter group, calculates a blind equalization error vector, calculates the value of the MSE according to the
error vector, determines the converging state of the equalizer according to the value of the MSE, configures the second
error vector parameter group when it is determined that the equalizer enters the multi-mode steady-state converging
state, and calculates the error according to the new configured second error vector parameter group, thereby imple-
menting a purpose of dynamically calculating the blind equalization error in a simple way, saving hardware resources
and reducing power consumption.
[0078] FIG. 7 is a structural diagram of an apparatus for calculating a blind equalization error according to an embod-
iment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 7, the apparatus provided by the embodiment includes a configuration
module 10, a calculation module 11 and a determination module 12.
[0079] The configuration module 10 is configured to configure a first error vector parameter group.
[0080] The calculation module 11 is configured to calculate a first error vector according to the first error vector
parameter group, calculate a first MSE maximum value and a first MSE mean value according to the first error vector,
and calculate a second error vector according to the first error vector parameter group if an equalizer enters a single-
mode steady-state converging state.
[0081] The determination module 12 is configured to determine whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-
state converging state according to the first MSE maximum value and the first MSE mean value.
[0082] Furthermore, the calculation module 11 is further configured to calculate a second MSE maximum value and
a second MSE mean value according to the second error vector, calculate a third error vector according to the first error
vector parameter group if the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state, and calculate a third MSE
maximum value and a third MSE mean value according to the third error vector.
[0083] The determination module 12 is further configured to determine whether the equalizer exits the single-mode
steady-state converging state according to the second MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value, and
determine whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state according to the third MSE
maximum value and the third MSE mean value.
[0084] Furthermore, the determination module 12 is further configured to determine whether the equalizer enters a
multi-mode steady-state converging state according to the second MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean
value, determine whether the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state according to a fourth MSE
maximum value and a fourth MSE mean value, and determine whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-
state converging state according to a fifth MSE maximum value and a fifth MSE mean value.
[0085] The configuration module 10 is further configured to configure a second error vector parameter group if the
equalizer enters the multi-mode steady-state converging state and a preset duration expires; and configure the first error
vector parameter group if the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state.
[0086] The calculation module 11 is further configured to calculate a fourth error vector according to the second error
vector parameter group, calculate the fourth MSE maximum value and the fourth MSE mean value according to the
fourth error vector, calculate a fifth error vector according to the first error vector parameter group, and calculate the fifth
MSE maximum value and the fifth MSE mean value according to the fifth error vector.
[0087] It is to be noted that the determination module is specifically configured to:

determine whether a first MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a first MSE maximum value in Y-polarized
state both are less than a threshold 1, whether a first MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a first MSE mean
value in Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold 2, and whether a 4S test is passed;

determine whether a second MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a second MSE maximum value in Y-
polarized state both are greater than a threshold 3, whether a second MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a
second MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both are greater than a threshold 4, and whether the 4S test is passed;

determine whether the second MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and the second MSE maximum value in
Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold 5, whether the second MSE mean value in X-polarized state and
the second MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold 6, and whether the 4S test is passed;
and

determine whether a fourth MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a fourth MSE maximum value in Y-
polarized state both are greater than a threshold 7, whether a fourth MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a
fourth MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both are greater than a threshold 8, and whether the 4S test is passed.

[0088] The threshold 1, the threshold 2, the threshold 3, the threshold 4, the threshold 5, the threshold 6, the threshold
7 and the threshold 8 are obtained through a channel simulation experiment, and the threshold 5 < the threshold 7 <
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the threshold 1 < the threshold 3, and the threshold 6 < the threshold 8 < the threshold 2 < the threshold 4.
[0089] Furthermore, the first error vector, the second error vector, the third error vector, the fourth error vector and
the fifth error vector each includes an error vector in X-polarized state and an error vector in Y-polarized state, the first
MSE maximum value, the second MSE maximum value, the third MSE maximum value, the fourth MSE maximum value
and the fifth MSE maximum value each includes an MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and an MSE maximum
value in Y-polarized state, and the first MSE mean value, the second MSE mean value, the third MSE mean value, the
fourth MSE mean value and the fifth MSE mean value each includes an MSE mean value in X-polarized state and an
MSE mean value in Y-polarized state.
[0090] The apparatus for calculating a blind equalization error provided by the embodiments of the present invention
may be used for executing the technical solutions in the above-mentioned embodiments. The implementation principle
and technical effects are similar and thus will not be repeated here again.
[0091] In practical applications, the configuration module 10, the calculation module 11 and the determination module
12 may all be implemented by a central processing unit (CPU), a micro processor unit (MPU), a digital signal processor
(DSP), or a field programmable gate array (FPGA) located in the apparatus for calculating a blind equalization error.
[0092] In the embodiments of the present invention, the methods for calculating a blind equalization error, if implemented
in the form of software function modules and sold or used as independent products, may also be stored in a computer-
readable storage medium. Based on this understanding, the technical solutions provided by the embodiments of the
present invention substantially, or the part contributing to the existing art, may be embodied in the form of a software
product. The computer software product is stored in a storage medium and includes several instructions for enabling a
computer device (which may be a personal computer, a server or a network device) to execute all or part of the methods
provided by the embodiments of the present invention. The foregoing storage medium may be a USB flash disk, a mobile
hard disk, a read only memory (ROM), a magnetic disk, an optical disk or another medium capable of storing program
codes. In this way, the embodiments of the present invention are not limited to any specific combination of hardware
and software.
[0093] Correspondingly, an embodiment of the present invention further provides a computer-readable storage me-
dium. The computer-readable storage medium is configured to store a computer program for executing the above method
for calculating a blind equalization error provided by the present invention.
[0094] It should be understood by those skilled in the art that the embodiments of the present invention can provide
a method, a system or a computer program product. Therefore, the present invention may adopt a mode of a hardware
embodiment, a software embodiment or a combination of hardware and software embodiments. In addition, the present
invention may adopt a form of a computer program product implemented on one or more computer-usable storage media
(which include, but are not limited to, a disk memory, an optical memory and the like) which include computer-usable
program codes.
[0095] The present invention is described with reference to flowcharts and/or block diagrams of methods, devices
(systems) and computer program products according to the embodiments of the present invention. It is to be understood
that the computer program instructions can be used to implement each flow and/or block in the flowcharts and/or block
diagrams and a combination of flows and/or blocks in the flowcharts and/or block diagrams. These computer program
instructions may be provided to a general-purpose computer, a special-purpose computer, an embedded processor or
a processor of another programmable data processing device to produce a machine so that instructions executed by a
computer or the processor of another programmable data processing device produce an apparatus for implementing
functions designated in one or more flows in the flowcharts and/or one or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0096] These computer program instructions may also be stored in a computer-readable memory which can direct a
computer or another programmable data processing device to operate in a particular manner so that the instructions
stored in the computer-readable memory produce a manufactured product including an instructing apparatus. The
instructing apparatus implements the functions designated in the one or more flows in the flowcharts and/or the one or
more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0097] These computer program instructions may also be loaded onto the computer or another programmable data
processing device so that a series of operations and steps are performed on the computer or another programmable
device to produce processing implemented by the computer. Therefore, instructions executed on the computer or another
programmable device provide steps for implementing the functions designated in the one or more flows in the flowcharts
and/or the one or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0098] The above are only preferred embodiments of the present invention and are not intended to limit the scope of
the present invention.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0099] The method for calculating a blind equalization error provided by the embodiments of the present invention
configures a first error vector parameter group, calculates a first error vector according to the first error vector parameter
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group, calculates a first MSE maximum value and a first MSE mean value according to the first error vector, determines
whether an equalizer enters a single-mode steady-state converging state according to the first MSE maximum value
and the first MSE mean value, and calculates a second error vector according to the first error vector parameter group
if the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state. Through the above technical solution, a purpose
of dynamically calculating the blind equalization error in a simple way may be implemented, hardware resources may
be saved and power consumption may be reduced.

Claims

1. A method for calculating a blind equalization error, comprising:

configuring a first error vector parameter group;
calculating a first error vector according to the first error vector parameter group;
calculating a first mean square error (MSE) maximum value and a first MSE mean value according to the first
error vector;
determining whether an equalizer enters a single-mode steady-state converging state according to the first MSE
maximum value and the first MSE mean value; and
in response to determining that the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state, calculating
a second error vector according to the first error vector parameter group.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein after calculating the second error vector according to the first error vector parameter
group, the method further comprises:

calculating a second MSE maximum value and a second MSE mean value according to the second error vector;
determining whether the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state according to the second
MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value;
in response to determining that the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state, calculating
a third error vector according to the first error vector parameter group;
calculating a third MSE maximum value and a third MSE mean value according to the third error vector; and
determining whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state according to the third
MSE maximum value and the third MSE mean value.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein after calculating the second MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value
according to the second error vector, the method further comprises:

determining whether the equalizer enters a multi-mode steady-state converging state according to the second
MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value;
in response to determining that the equalizer enters the multi-mode steady-state converging state and that a
preset duration expires, configuring a second error vector parameter group;
calculating a fourth error vector according to the second error vector parameter group;
calculating a fourth MSE maximum value and a fourth MSE mean value according to the fourth error vector;
determining whether the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state according to the fourth
MSE maximum value and the fourth MSE mean value;
in response to determining that the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state, configuring
the first error vector parameter group;
calculating a fifth error vector according to the first error vector parameter group;
calculating a fifth MSE maximum value and a fifth MSE mean value according to the fifth error vector; and
determining whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state according to the fifth
MSE maximum value and the fifth MSE mean value.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the first error vector, the second error vector, the third error vector, the fourth error
vector and the fifth error vector each comprises an error vector in X-polarized state and an error vector in Y-polarized
state,
the first MSE maximum value, the second MSE maximum value, the third MSE maximum value, the fourth MSE
maximum value and the fifth MSE maximum value each comprises an MSE maximum value in X-polarized state
and an MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state, and
the first MSE mean value, the second MSE mean value, the third MSE mean value, the fourth MSE mean value
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and the fifth MSE mean value each comprises an MSE mean value in X-polarized state and an MSE mean value
in Y-polarized state.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the determining whether an equalizer enters a single-mode steady-state converging
state according to the first MSE maximum value and the first MSE mean value comprises:
in response to determining that a first MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a first MSE maximum value in
Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold 1, that a first MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a first MSE
mean value in Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold 2, and that a 4S test is passed, the equalizer enters
the single-mode steady-state converging state; otherwise, the equalizer does not enter the single-mode steady-
state converging state;
wherein the determining whether the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state according to the
second MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value comprises:
in response to determining that a second MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a second MSE maximum
value in Y-polarized state both are greater than a threshold 3, that a second MSE mean value in X-polarized state
and a second MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both are greater than a threshold 4, and that the 4S test is
passed, the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state; otherwise, the equalizer stays in the
single-mode steady-state converging state;
wherein the determining whether the equalizer enters a multi-mode steady-state converging state according to the
second MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value comprises:
in response to determining that the second MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and the second MSE maximum
value in Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold 5, that the second MSE mean value in X-polarized state
and the second MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold 6, and that the 4S test is passed,
the equalizer enters the multi-mode steady-state converging state; otherwise, the equalizer stays in the single-mode
steady-state converging state; and
wherein the determining whether the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state according to the
fourth MSE maximum value and the fourth MSE mean value comprises:
in response to determining that a fourth MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a fourth MSE maximum value
in Y-polarized state both are greater than a threshold 7, that a fourth MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a
fourth MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both are greater than a threshold 8, and that the 4S test is passed, the
equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state; otherwise, the equalizer stays in the multi-mode steady-
state converging state.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the threshold 1, the threshold 2, the threshold 3, the threshold 4, the threshold 5,
the threshold 6, the threshold 7 and the threshold 8 are obtained through a channel simulation experiment, and the
threshold 5 < the threshold 7 < the threshold 1 < the threshold 3, and the threshold 6 < the threshold 8 < the threshold
2 < the threshold 4.

7. An apparatus for calculating a blind equalization error, comprising:

a configuration module, which is configured to configure a first error vector parameter group;
a calculation module, which is configured to:

calculate a first error vector according to the first error vector parameter group,
calculate a first mean square error (MSE) maximum value and a first MSE mean value according to the
first error vector, and
calculate a second error vector according to the first error vector parameter group in response to determining
that an equalizer enters a single-mode steady-state converging state; and

a determination module, which is configured to determine whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-
state converging state according to the first MSE maximum value and the first MSE mean value.

8. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein
the calculation module is further configured to:

calculate a second MSE maximum value and a second MSE mean value according to the second error vector,
calculate a third error vector according to the first error vector parameter group in response to determining that
the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state, and
calculate a third MSE maximum value and a third MSE mean value according to the third error vector; and
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the determination module is further configured to:

determine whether the equalizer exits the single-mode steady-state converging state according to the second
MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value, and
determine whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state according to the third
MSE maximum value and the third MSE mean value.

9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein
the determination module is further configured to:

determine whether the equalizer enters a multi-mode steady-state converging state according to the second
MSE maximum value and the second MSE mean value,
determine whether the equalizer exits the multi-mode steady-state converging state according to a fourth MSE
maximum value and a fourth MSE mean value, and
determine whether the equalizer enters the single-mode steady-state converging state according to a fifth MSE
maximum value and a fifth MSE mean value;

the configuration module is further configured to:

configure a second error vector parameter group in response to determining that the equalizer enters the multi-
mode steady-state converging state and that a preset duration expires, and
configure the first error vector parameter group in response to determining that the equalizer exits the multi-
mode steady-state converging state; and

the calculation module is further configured to:

calculate a fourth error vector according to the second error vector parameter group,
calculate the fourth MSE maximum value and the fourth MSE mean value according to the fourth error vector,
calculate a fifth error vector according to the first error vector parameter group, and
calculate the fifth MSE maximum value and the fifth MSE mean value according to the fifth error vector.

10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the first error vector, the second error vector, the third error vector, the fourth
error vector and the fifth error vector each comprises an error vector in X-polarized state and an error vector in Y-
polarized state,
the first MSE maximum value, the second MSE maximum value, the third MSE maximum value, the fourth MSE
maximum value and the fifth MSE maximum value each comprises an MSE maximum value in X-polarized state
and an MSE maximum value in Y-polarized state, and
the first MSE mean value, the second MSE mean value, the third MSE mean value, the fourth MSE mean value
and the fifth MSE mean value each comprises an MSE mean value in X-polarized state and an MSE mean value
in Y-polarized state.

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the determination module is configured to:

determine whether a first MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a first MSE maximum value in Y-
polarized state both are less than a threshold 1, whether a first MSE mean value in X-polarized state and a first
MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold 2, and whether a 4S test is passed;
determine whether a second MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a second MSE maximum value in
Y-polarized state both are greater than a threshold 3, whether a second MSE mean value in X-polarized state
and a second MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both are greater than a threshold 4, and whether the 4S
test is passed;
determine whether the second MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and the second MSE maximum value
in Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold 5, whether the second MSE mean value in X-polarized state
and the second MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both are less than a threshold 6, and whether the 4S test
is passed; and
determine whether a fourth MSE maximum value in X-polarized state and a fourth MSE maximum value in Y-
polarized state both are greater than a threshold 7, whether a fourth MSE mean value in X-polarized state and
a fourth MSE mean value in Y-polarized state both are greater than a threshold 8, and whether the 4S test is
passed.
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12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the threshold 1, the threshold 2, the threshold 3, the threshold 4, the threshold
5, the threshold 6, the threshold 7 and the threshold 8 are obtained through a channel simulation experiment, and
the threshold 5 < the threshold 7 < the threshold 1 < the threshold 3, and the threshold 6 < the threshold 8 < the
threshold 2 < the threshold 4.

13. A computer storage medium, which is configured to store computer-executable instructions for executing the method
for calculating a blind equalization error of any one of claims 1 to 6.
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